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Maisie is using is easy to make. Take two sticks 1" x 2" x 4', and chisel out a notch
in both ends as shown in the drawing (1), Dan Murdoch, Maisie's brother, used pine.
Take four pieces 1" x 2" x 4", notch and place as shown. Nail through, clinching the
nails over a piece of steel, two from each side. (2) You now have four slots to
receive a 1/2" x 2" piece of wood. Cut a piece of heavy wool cloth about 40" long
and 4" wide. Double is lengthwise. Take an old belt ahd cut a 40" strip of leather
about 3/8" wide. Put the leather over the joined raw edges of the cloth and tack
them to the top edge of one piece of wood, with the cloth ex? tending beyond the
wood. (3 and 4) Cut another piece of wool and another piece of leather and do the
same to the other piece of wood. Take the piece of burlap you are going to hook
and sew opposite sides with heavy thread to the strips of wool.(53 This frame will
allow you to make a rug having one side a maximum of 40", Now turn the sticks
away from one another (one or more times, depending on how long a rug you are
making). (6) Take two sticks 1/2" x 2" x about 27". Put them through the openings
in the 4?? sticks (7) and drive Nail 1. Pull the 4' sticks apart • get the burlap taut! •
and drive Nail 2. Do the same to the other side. If the first side now seems a little
loose, tap a small wedge between Nail 1 and the 4' stick. Finally you take heavy
twine • lobster twine is good • and sew the other two sides of the bur? lap to the
27" sticks, drawing the burlap tight. (5) Frank McKnight Ltd. Everything Musical "
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